






VOTE PRABODHINEE FOR ACADEMIC!
WHY VOTE FOR ME? My previous role in college has given me the skills to be able to introduce and execute my ideas at a high standard to 

improve the peer learning approach LUSUMA has developed.   

I want to focus on tailoring revision lectures to students with a wider scope of learning styles and therefore benefit 
students in a majority, rather than simply all “traditional lectures” which may not appeal to all.  

I am willing to go out of my way to provide a more productive learning experience for all students by further enhancing 
work relations between peers. This would be accomplished through creating optional group work revision sessions on 
Phase 1 material where small groups of both years could choose to work together through questions to aid learning.  

As academic officer I would make it my responsibility to improve student satisfaction in revision material provided as well 
as academic support offered by LUSUMA, this is vital as these are the pillars of academic success and I believe one of 

the best ways to improve the medical school experience is to reinforce these areas. 

I am friendly, passionate and approachable. I would be dedicated to this role and and open to any opinions the study 
body may have.

WHAT WOULD I DO?Ensure more revision sessions are tailored with a clinical and anatomical focus, with priority 
given to ESA- like question practice.


More optional pastoral support given to aid in formation of revision timetables, to help fit revision 
into extracurricular activities such as sports 


Introduce supplementary sessions following clinical patient journey cases which integrate 
learning from different modules.


Launch recorded revisions sessions which are would be available to consolidate learning further.  


Make practice SAQ and SBA questions and model answers available in a separate folder for 
each module on the website for easy access. 


